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Stitchtech Pat 64-4406-2207

Stitchtech Pat 64-4406-2207 is a player character played by Riko.

Stitchtech Pat 64-4406-2207
 

Species: Freespacer Type Two
Gender: Female

Age: 12
Height: 5'6”, 167 cm
Weight: 130 lbs, 58 kg

Organization: Independent
Occupation: Medic/Surgeon

Rank:
Current Placement: Concordia Veil

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'6”, 167 cm
Mass: 130 lbs, 58 kg
Measurements: 38B Bust, 28” Waist, 37” Hips

Build and Skin Color: Unit Six Four, as she likes to be called, is about average height and bust with a
very pale skin tone where she has skin. The majority of her body has been replaced with cybernetics.

Eyes and Facial Features: Unit Six Four has heterochromia, meaning that her eyes are of two different
colors. Her right eye is bright red and the Other is a dark gold. Most of the time her face is not seen due
to a heavily modified welding mask that she wears as a surgical medical O2 mask to ward off
contaminants in the air as well as keep germs away from her and her patience.

Ears: Regular human-esque ears

Hair Color and Style: bubblegum pink in color with white highlights and kept short barely going past
her ears and usually hidden underneath her mask/helmet.

Distinguishing Features: Six Fours arms legs and the lower half half of her body are made up of
cybernetics. Most of them are hidden underneath her pressurized suit. The helmet she wears has a built
in speaker that gives her voice one akin to Microsoft Sam but more articulate. Instead of having to carry
around a whole bag of doctors tools, Unit Six Fours ridges/appendages store a variety of small medical
instruments (scalpels, small buzz saw etc) much like a pen that holds multible inks.
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Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Though Six Four is a female by gender, her up bringing with a high amount of robots (even
for a Freespacer) has caused her to become somewhat genderless, referring to herself in the third person
or simply as “This One”. With her normal voice being modified to that of a computer as well it can cause
for a bit of confusion. Six Four has a very calm demeanor, often keeping her monotonic voice even when
in the most stressful situations like treating people under combat conditions. Six Four has a weakness for
reading, one to gain knowledge but also just because, and is a big fan of classical plays such as
Shakespeare (or the SARP equivalent) and is very hard pressed to be torn away from a particularly good
one. Six Four has a tendency to take things to literally or feel the need to explain something in extreme
detail, often to the point of annoyance of other people.

Likes: Reading Classical Plays, Sweets, Banana smoothies
Dislikes: Loud Noises, Being taken away from her reading
Goals: none really

History

Family (or Creators)

A nice, warm, cozy cloning tank

Spacecase Jack 69-44062207 (Sister)

Pre-RP

After her creation Stitchtech Pat 64-2206-4407 she was quickly pressed into service aboard her ship
taking care of her people who had suffered accidents during their daily duties. As time went on however,
and ships politics worked its magic, she soon found herself working as a medic on Nepleslian merchant
ship. During her extended stay on the ship is where she found her love of reading. One day nosing about
the ship she discovered a crate of books and began to delve into them. Unfortunately her time aboard
the merchant ship was cut short due to a pirate attack which landed her aboard a pirate ship, seeing as
they needed a doctor and also found Six Four to be an interesting subject util they left her at port by
accident where she remains until now.

Skills

Starship Operations
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Living in starship environments her entire live,she naturally learn quite a bit regarding starship
architecture and related systems. In a pinch most Unit Six Four can fill a wide range of roles.

Mindware

As a Freespacer, Six Four has all types of neuralware installed in her head (whether she knows it or not)
and can easily use it to learn/download any information that she needs, stay connected to the
Polysentience, and to store memories in her mental databank for easy playback.

Medical and Science

Six Four has been a doctor for her whole life and can preform surgery as well as other medical
practitioner functions.

Technology Operation

Being a freespacer, Six Four has a knack for anything technological you put in front of her and if she
doesn't get it immediately she will quickly figure out how it works and most likely what it does.

Entertainment

With a few program downloads and polyscience vids Six Four can be a decent actor, not Oscar winning
mind you but good enough for a local stage. She is particularly good at the classics seeing as how she
usually has her nose in one.

Communications

Six four can read write (terrible handwriting, she is a doctor after all) and communicate in several
different languages including Yamataian and Nepleslian both which she is fluent in. The other languages
she knows she can communicate effectively enough to get what she means across… most of the time.

Biology

Being a doctor of sorts, Six Four knows a thing or two about anatomy of human like creatures as well as a
fair amount of genetics.
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Inventory

Stitchtech Pat 64-4406-2207 has the following items:

Ingtris Flamethrower
2 Batteries for Ingtris Flamethrower
1 Worn Pressurized suit (various patches sewn to it)
1 Heavily customized Medical helmet
1 full Length labcoat with “mad scientist” pattern (Dark patches of what appear to be blood or
ketchup)
1 set of black medical gloves
1 Tie, Hot pink with black and silver stripes
1 Micro Space Alligator “Specimen 1” (1ft in length cross between a geko and and a small alligator
with 6 legs)

Finances

Stitchtech Pat 64-4406-2207 is currently independent.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Stitchtech Pat 64-4406-2207
Character Owner riko
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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